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151st PLENARY SESSION 
The Economic and Social Committee of the European Communities 
held its 151st Plenary Session in Brussels on 28 and 29 September. 
The Chairman of the Co~nittee, Mr Basil de FERRANTI, presided. 
Commissioner GIOLITTI took part in the discussion on 
regional matters. 
Op~nions adopted 
The Economic and Soeial Committee adopted by 63 votes to 
31, vti th 1 abstention its Opinion on 
Inc1ustrial Change and Emplo;y'Ulent - A Review of the 
Community's Industrial Policy and Future Prospects 
·In its Opinion, the Commi tt'ee says that recent years have: 
seen extensive changes in conditions inside and outside the Com-
munity, in technology, in trade patterns~ etc. Further rapid 
significant changes are on the cards. The industrialization of 
the LDC's for example will provide Community industry with major 
new production· and, probably, employment opportunities& But it 
will also eXpose Community industry to greater competition in many 
sectors. 
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·If it is not domestically ~d internationally competitive 
and adaptable to needs, Community industry will be unable to meet 
the oh~llenge which will be presented by future developments. 
The coming changes will demand constant, extensive adapta-
tion and restructuring in the industrialized countries. This, :in ·· 
turn, will demand the maximum possible flexibility from all parties 
involved. Flexibility will be easiest to obtain by ensuring that 
medium-term planning caters in advance for industrial change. 
The aim of the common industrial policy must therefore be 
the creation of an optimum environment for a competitive industrial 
sector. 
To do this : 
a) It must ensure that the social side - and in particular 
the purchasing power of wages and salaries, especially 
those of the lower-paid - improves for all employees and 
that better conditions_ of work, health and safety obtain 
in firms. · ' 
b) It must embrace completion of the common market, including 
a.boli tion of technical barriers to trade' and of barriers 
to a free Community market for public purchasing; 
c) It must make for an optimum environment which fosters 
i~~ovation, research and development; 
d) If new or ailing production sect::bns are granted protection 
or assistance, the common industrial policy must spell out 
the relevant, common guiding principles; 
e) The impact of national aids on both the market and the 
employment situation must be known in detail and periodi-
cally reviewed by the Economic and Social Committee; 
... ; ... 
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f) The common industrial policy must be based on up-to-date 
statistics on production, employment, export and import 
trends. Such statistics are necessary for a proper,analy-
sis and discussion of industrial policy issues; they must 
be compiled as soon as possible; 
g) It must create an environment in which small and medium 
businesses can be established and trade successfully; 
h) It must contribute to the creation of an optimum climate 
for industrial investment and its financing, by taking 
advantage of progress to~ards the coordination of economic 
raonetary, and tax policies in the Comnn1ni ty; 
i) It must envisage suitable arrangements for mobilizing at 
Community Jevel, the resources needed for investments; 
j) It must align the laJrs on bankruptcy at Community level. 
Consideration should be given to the possibility of 
introducing throughout the EEC an early-warning system 
for detecting ailing firmsr 
k) It mt1st - on the basis of reasonable growth rates and 
reasonably stable economic and monetary conditions in the 
Community and the world at large - contribute to the re-
duction of unemployment; 
1) It must put forviTard concrete measures to encourage a 
shift of emphasis towards viable firms that guarantee : 
- a high level of good quality jobs; 
savings in raw materials and energy; 
- the satisfaction of real individual and collective 
needs through the production of high-quality goods and 
the provision of high-quality services at the lowest 
possible prices; 
- the production of non-polluting products which c&"'l be 
recycled and which further the drive against waste; 
... ; ... 
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m) It must be backed up by an external trade. policy comprisi!J8 
for instance uniform export-credit guarantees, guarantees 
for investment in LDC's and reliable access to essential 
supplies as well as temporary protection measures for 
sectors suffering from abnormal competition; 
n) Equally, the common industrial policy must fit in with 
the Community's external policies and contribute actively 
to the process of adjustment and i~ovation which alon~ 
can make the Community a heal thy and reliable partner l.n 
world trade. 
A common industrial policy which adopts a dynamic rather 
than a passive approach to coming developments, and which seeks to 
tailor economic structures to current circumstances and fUture needs, 
will be instrumental in reducing and eliminating unemployment. The 
Community will lose out in the forthcoming adjustment process if it 
pursues an industrial policy which seelrs to preserve the status quo, 
rather than adjust the ind~strial sector to a changing ~orld; if 
this happens the plight of the Community's unemployed will be even 
worse and the prospects of those who have jobs will be still more 
uncertain. 
The Committee Opinion was based on material supplied by the 
Section for Industry, Commerce, Crafts and Services under the 
chairmanship of Mr HEMlmR (Luxembourg- Employers). The Rapporteur 
was Mr CARSTENS (Denmark - Employers). 
2. Regional Policy Guidelines' 
The Guidelines for Community Regional Policy 
Gist of the Commission's Proposal 
The Commission states that rich and poor regions still exist 
side by side in the Conmnxnity, and the gap has not ·narrowed since the 
Cammon r.~a.rket' s inception. The recession and the policies pursued 
~ .. ; ... 
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·in various sectors (aBTiculture, external trade, etc.) have aggra-
vated the plight of certain regions, and thus impeded economic 
integration and a f~ir distribution of affluence and social Goods~ 
The ComrJ.ission says tlli:.,t rcQ.onal policy should include 
special reGional developraent measures and bring a "regional dimen-
sion" to the policies pursued in other economic and social sectors. 
The aim is to narrow existinG regional inequalities :.:md prevent 
further inequalities fron arising. 
The Commission proposes the cotablishment of wachinery 
for evaluating trends in Community reGions 8.nd the regional impli-
cations of econonic and social policies? This would provide a basis 
for the fixing of e;u.ic1elines for the regional policies to be pursued 
by the I~lember States and the Co:rnr..ru.ni ty. 
Coordination of national regional policies will be based 
on the guidelines to be set by the Council and the regional develop-
ment progra11JI.L1es of the Jl.Iember States. The Conunission is concerned 
in particular to bring about the coordinntec1 use of disincentives to 
investment in developed reoons and the coordination of infrastruc-
ture projects, especially in internal frontier regions ~d to ensure 
that ReGional Fund resources are used to increase, and not to re-
place, national funds. 
The principal financial instru:Jent of Communi t;'ir regional 
policy is still considered by the Cown1ission to be the Regional l~d. 
But the Community's effective contribution to regional development 
... / ... 
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will be greatly increased by the ·coordinated use of all Co~ty· 
finanical ·instruments, including ~oan facilities. 
'f 
The Commission thinks that the Regional Fund should be 
divided into two sections - one section being subject to Member 
State quotas (650 million EUA in 1978), and the other not being 
subject to such quotas (100 million EUA in 1978). The amount of 
supp~rt provided by the Fund should vary with the nature and extent 
of the problems to be tackled; the Fund should be able to contribute 
up to 50% of the cost of infrastructure schemes. 
The Commission intends to propose the establishment of a 
body to study regional problems. This should provide a framework 
for consultation between the Community institutions, the Member 
States,_ the social par~1ers and regional and local representatives. 
Gist of the 0Einion 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted by a large _ 
majority with no votes against and 2 abstentions its Opinion on 
this suoject. 
The Committee welcomes the guidelines for Community 
( 
regional policy and considers that the Commission's document repre- ' 
sents an important step in the development and implementation of 
this policy. 
In the absenQe of further progress towards political -
· and more particularly - economic integration in the Community, the 
Committee thinks that regional policy must be a driving force in 
this direction; it cannot, however, replace other integration 
measures. 
. .. ; ... 
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The Committee once again presses for effecting use of the 
ERDF's resources. This entails in particular setting realistic 
targets that can be checked, and using appropriate instruments to 
implement measur~s and monitor results. 
The Committee approves the division of the Fund into a 
"quota section" and a "non-quota section". The latter will come 
more specifically under Community control and will increase the 
scope for helping undertakings. 
As far as budgeting is concerned, special attention should 
be paid to the ERDF's medium-term aims as an instrument of Community 
structural policy. It would therefore be more sensible to fix the 
ERDF's resources initially for a three-yeg_r period. Nonetheless, 
the European Parliament nmst have the right each year to decide on 
the ERDF 9 s resources in the light of practical necessity and finan-
cial feasibility. 
The Committee also considers that the Commission must 
continue to produce an annual report on the activities of the 
ERDF and that the Economic and Social Committee's views on this 
report must be sought. 
Finally, the Committee considers that provision must be 
made in future for funds co1nmensurate with the wider field of ac-
tivity of regional policy. The Committee based its Opinion on 
material prepared by its Section for Regional Development under 
the chairmanship of Mr A. LAVA£ - France - Workers. The Rapporteur 
was J:.ir CRE1\1ER - Germany - Workers. 
. .. / ... 
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Speech bU Mr. GIOLITTI, C~ssion member 
I 
Taking. the floor, Mr GIOLITTI began by thanking the 
Economic and Social Committee for the work it had put in. He went 
on to stress the part management and labour could play in implem~n­
ting regional policy. 
The active participation of all interested parties was 
l}.eed.ed here • This was wh:y contacts with the Coiil!rl ttee and \vi th 
local and regional authorities would be stepped up. 
Ur GIOLITTI shared the views of the Economic and Social 
Cotmni ttee on the importance of the linlcs between regional policy 
and the other Community policies. All these polici~s needed to be 
coordinated as early as the preliminary planning stage. Regional 
policy had to be a structural·policy» it could not be a sectoral 
policy or a shart-tcrn1 economic policy. Regional policy essentially 
I 
had a geographical dimension. To be able to evaluate the projects 
and the results obtained, the Commission had decided to make a 
·detailed study of the situation every t\'70 years. 
Mr GIOLITTI then raised one or two specific points such 
as (a) the role played by the Regional Policy Committee in coordina-
ting the various Community and national measures and (b) the useful-
ness of infrastructure projects, for which the possibilities of fi-
nancial support had.recently been expanded. Such projects were a 
pre-requisite for future regional development, even though they did 
not immediately create jobs. 
~~ GIOLITTI also informed members of some ideas the Com-
mission had in mind concerning the expansion of financial support 
such as loans to help solve the proplems of risk capital or to in-
sure aBainst exchange risks. The Conuuission's proposals on these 
matters \7ere, however, sti;J-1 under study. 
---
~---
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Some degree of coordination was also needed in respect of" 
1the .disincentives existing in various member States, which w·ere 
liable to. give rise to distortions. The Regional Policy Committee 
would seem to be- the proper body to c~~y out a study in this field. 1 
!.tt GIOLITTI finally referred to the allocation of f1mcl.s 
as' agr-eed upon in the past and said there V'las a need for a llUl"Jber 
of adjustments.· To try to put things back on an even keel, the 
non-quota section should be strengthened. 
3 • Regional Ful;ld Report 
European Regional Development Func1 - Second Annuo.l Ileport (1976) and the STh~ary of the Annual Information for 1977 
Q2.st of the Report ~d tAe S~gry 
The Fund's budget for 1976 roaounted to 500 million u.a. 
The Comruission adopted 307 grant decisions in respect of 1,545 
investment projects, representing a total volmne of investnent of 
4,732 million u.a. 
As in 1975, all appropriations available were comn1itted. 
One quarter of the commitments was for projects in the industry and 
services sectors, which created or maintained 55,000 jobs, and 
three quarters were for infrastructure projects. 
• 
The Connnission notes _that, as in 1975, no Member State 
made use of the interest rebates on' loans from the Euro~ean Invest-
ment B:mlr, provided £or by the Fund Regulation. 
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.G~t of ~1].~ OE.inion 
The Economic end Social Con1nittee adopted unanimously 
··this Opinion. 
, 
The Co~nittee approves the lleport on the activities of 
. the ».n~opean Regional Development Funu 1976. 
The Committee agrees ~dth the Co~~ssion in deploring 
the failure of Member States to utilize the loan interest rebate 
facilities for infrastructure projects and welcomes the proposed 
extension of these facilities to industrial and service projects. 
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The Committee approves the vigila~ce of the Commission in 
ensuring that there is a visible impact of the Fund contributions 
on the extent of national regional activity.. Apart from norm.:1.l 
project identification and budgetary ::1ch."TT.owledgements ~ the Committee 
recommends that the lL"'Dual Re-port should provide a statistical 
sturrmary of the annual national regional aid expenditure in each 
Member State over a number of years to show that the trend of 
national effort.does not diminish. 
The Committee ap-proves the priority which the Commission 
attaches to cooperative cross-border projects between the Member 
States and urges the encouragement of appropriate applications. 
In its report the Commission refers to 131 inspections 
comp.?-red with a total of 2, 728 projects. The Committee questions 
the adequacy of this sample check, especially in the initial years 
of the Fund operation. 
The Committee approves the emphasis in the Report on the. 
necessity for action to ensure coordination in Community policies 
~~d coherence·in the aid from the various Community finru1cial 
instruments. 
The Committee based its 09inion on materi~l prepared by 
its Section for Regional Development VJ1d'er the chairmanship of 
lVIJ::• LAVAL - France - Workers. The Rap:9orteur was 'Mr' LOUGHREY -
Ireland .:.. Employers. · 
... / .... 
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·40 Protectio~ of_Jiorkers fr~ V~]~l Chloride 
. I 
Proposal· for a ComLcil Directive on the Approximation of 
Member States' Laws, Regulations and Administrative 
Provisions on the Protection of the Health of Workers 
Occupationally Exposed to Vinyl Chloride rd:onomer 
Gist of the draft Direc-tive 
~ ........ -... -..... ... -..--·-----~ 
The object of the proposed Directive is to align laws, 
' I 
regulations m1d administrative provisions protecting workers exposed 
to· the eftects of vinyl chloride monomer (VCM) i:p. their working area. 
Article 1 lists the type of works covered. 
Article 2 defines the terms "working area 11 and "technical 
long-term limit va::J_ue",. Articles 3-8 cover the moni taring _·of VCM 
concentrations and ·-Articles 9 anc1 10 deal with the medical surveil-
lance of eA~osed workers. 
Articles 1'1 and 12 propose that ·a committee should be set' 
up, 90nsisting of representatives, of the' Member States and with a 
.. representr:.t:Lve of the Commission as chairman. The Committee's 
~purpose wo1.:uct be to review the Dire·ctive at least every two yearn 
~· in the' light· of developments in technology and occupational medicine. 
Gist of the Qpinion 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted.Ullanimously this· 
- \ 
Opinion. 
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T.he Committee proposes- that consideration be given to 
establishing a European agency which would i;nvestigeLte dangers 
associated with inctustrial materials prior -to their use in industry 
as well as a data bank de'sign.ed to record the effects of -dangerous 
materials. 
The' Committee points out that the "total ~t1JJ1Ulative 11 . 
effect of the. chemical environment upon the work~r ~d his family, 
especially in the industrie..lized parts of Europe, must be ,taken 
into account. Research should look into the cumulative effects of, 
promoters and catalysts which could possibly contradict the. criterion 
of an .nacceptable risk11 of VC1J exposure. -
The Committee recommends that the Commission should give 
specific attention to the environmental effects of VC. Concern has 
·been expressed about possible risks to the· general public. Further-
mor-e; the Committee urges the· .commis-sion to prepare also a Directive 
on the processing of the polymer ·ana. on the storage, handling and 
use of VC ro1d PVC. 
The Committee endorses tb.e ultimate objective of the 
Directtve, which is to achieve a level, of exposure to Yinyl chlori.de 
as close to nil as technically feasible. Tb.(a Commi t·tee considers 
that the Directive- should be reviewed not· . only .·_·every · two_ years bttt 
so often as this is technically fea8ible or is called for on accoilllt 
of.radical developments. 
Al tho1ig1i the Committee welcomes the· Commission proposals. 
to lower to 3 ppm. the ·maximum concentrations ·for new e..nd exi.sting 
plants, it no·tes that many existing plants already have lower con-
centration levels and that· this is -technically feasible (pr~gress 
towards a level close to nil). The Committee; therefore, recommends 
' . 
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that the Directive stipulate that for new firms ~ level as close to 
nil as possible be adhered to. The Committee could, however, agree 
to a level of 1 ppm in the c2.Ge of new plants for a very short 
tr,ru~sitional period. 
For the existing plants the Committee accepte the maximt".lll 
concentration of 3 ppm but sucgests that by 1 Ja..nuary 1980 at the 
latest a level o:f exposure to vinyl chloride as close to nil as 
technically feasible should be reached. 
The Committee proposes that the medical records of workers 
employed in VCI.i/PVC works should be kept during the lifetime of the 
worker so as to tP..~_;:e account o:f the latency period' and any change 
in hi's jobs thereafter. 
The Committee ba~ed its Opinion on ma.terial prepa..red by 
its Section for Social Questions l'.l1der the chairmanship of Mr HOUTHli'YS 
Belgium - Workers. The Rapporte'l"..r was I:Tr van HENS - Netherlands -
Workers. 
a) Propor:al for a Council Regulation (EEC) on the Granting of 
Financial Aids to Demonutration Projects in ~1e Field of 
Energy-Saving a..nd the 
b) Proposal for a Council Tiegulation (EEC) on the Granting· 
of Finru1cial Support for Projects to Exploit Alternative 
Energy Sources. 
. .. / ... 
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Gist of ProEosal a) 
With the ai~ bf briUging new energy-saving techniques 
into the market place, the Commission proposes granting financial 
assistance for "Comnn.:tni ty projects". These should relate, inter 
alia, to : 
- heat pumps; 
- heat recovery; 
- combinec1 production of heat and power~ 
- energy storage; 
rationalization of the use of energy in industry; 
- low-energy dwellings. 
Community support would only constitute a minority share 
of the financing (e.g .. mrximum 40fbL, It would take the form of 
grants, repayable under certain conditions, within the appropriations 
set aside in the Community budget ( e,.g. total conuni tLients of 144 rJIEUA 
over a 3-year period). 
An Mvisory Cornmi ttee on the r.ianagement of Demonstration 
Projects consisting of representatives of the Member States v'rould 
assist the Commission in project selection and in monitoring the 
scheme. 
Gist of ~opos~ b) 
As part of an overall paclcage to develop alternative 
energy sources, the Commission puts forward a scheme of financial 
support for reference projects on, inter alia : 
- exploitation of geothermal fields; . 
,' 
- conversions of solid fuels into h~drocarbons. 
. .. / ... 
J 1', 
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Community aid would only constitute a minority share of 
total expenditure. In the case of geothermal projects, this might • 
be limited to 40% at the exploration phase - of which half would 
be ·repayable if results were positive - and 20% at utilization 
phase, repayable in full. 
The total commitment of Community funds over five years 
might amount to 83 MEUA for ge,othermal projects and 65 MEUA for 
" projects on the gasification and liquefaction of coal. 
The Commission would be assisted by Advisory Committees · 1 
on the Management of Reference Projects consisting of representatives 
of the Member States. 
Gist ~f the Opinion 
The Economic and Social Cotmlittee adopted unanimously its 
Opinion on these proposals. 
a) Prouosal for a Council Regulation (EEC) on the Grantin~ o~ 
Financial Aid to Demonstration Projects_in the Field of Ene~gy 
Saving 
T.he Committee supports the objectives specified in the 
Commission's proposal. The provisions must be of real benefit to 
· 'society and individuals. 
Under this plan, financial assistance, amounting to an 
estimated 144 MEIJA over 3 years, would be granted for "Community 
projects" which relate, inter alia, to : · 
.... / ... 
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- heat pumps; 
-.heat recovery; 
- combined production of heat and power; 
- energy storage; 
rationalization of the use of energy in industry; 
low-energy dwellings. 
The Committee, however, calls for the inclusion of 
finru~cial details in the text of the Regulation. The latter should 
make clear who would receive aid and under what terms. It should 
also specify the conditions under which Community grru1ts would be 
repayable and the use to which monies, so recovered, would be put. 
Financial support should, in the Committee's view, be 
allocated on a priority basis, twring into account : 
the size of the probable energy savi.nes; . 
- the speed with which the techn~quo can be applied; 
- the ntunber of consum.ers who might benefit; 
- the size of the CoLm1unity's financial contribution. 
3->J.bsidized projects must also be part and parcel of an 
anti-inflationary policy. 
b) Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) on the granting of 
fin~~cial support for projects to exploit alternative energy 
sources 
The Co:mmi ttee endorses the scheme to grant financial 
support for reference projects on, inter alia : 
exploitation of geothermal fields; 
- gasification and liquefaction of coal. 
. .. ; ... 
-I 
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Community aid, which would only constitute a minority 
·share of total expenditure, might amount over five years to · 
83 OEUA for geothermal projects and 65 nEUA for the gasification 
and liquefaction of coal. 
The Committee believes that efforts to develop new 
techniques and alternative sources, are vitally important but that 
they must be seen as part of a packaee of Community measures to 
develop and ensure an adequate level of energy production. 
Provided the scheme is carefully managed, the Committee 
believes it would facilitate the transition of new technologies 
from the R & D stage to that of practical application. Community 
aid must, however, complement national support and not replace it. 
The Committee considers that the Advisory Committee on 
Management proposed by the Commission should include representatives 
of the economic interest groups concerned. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Sectj_on for Energy and Nuclear Questions under the chairmanship 
of Mr MILLER - United Kingdom Employ~rs. The Rapporteur was 
Mr CROESE - France - Worlcers. 
6. Heat Generators and Insulation 
Communication from the Conwission to the Council con-
cerning the Community Action Programme for Rational Use 
of Ener~J (RUE) - Second Series of Legislative Proposals 
... ; ... 
·,' 
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a) Council Directive Proposal on the Performance, MaintenanGe 
and Regulation of Heat Generators and the Insulation of 
the Distribution System in New Buildings 
b) Draft Council Recommendation on the Regulating of Space 
Heating, the Production of Domestic Hot Water and the 
Metering of Heat in New Buildings 
c) Draft Council Recommendation on the Rational Utilization 
of Energy in Industrial Undertakings 
d) Draft Council Recommendation on the Creation in the 
member States of Advisory Bodies on Combined Heat end 
Power Production in the Industrial Sector and for District 
Heating 
Gist of Propgsal a) 
The Commission proposes that heat generators used for space 
heating and centralized domestic hot water production installed in 
new buildings should have to conform with standards approved by the 
Member States. Heat generators would have to carry ~ plate showing 
various data on manufacture and performance. Units with heat ratings 
above 300 kW would have to be fitted with hig~low/off or nodulating 
controls. Clients would have to be supplied with detailed written 
instructions on operation and maintenance. Multifuel units should 
have the burners appropriate to each type of fossil fuel approved. 
Member States are also directed to take the necessary 
measures so tha.t an economical degree of insulation for distribution· 
systems and the storage of fluid heat is made compulsory. 
. ... ; ... 
' .... ~ ......... -
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Gist of the Recommendation b) 
It is recommended that heating systems in offices and public 
buildings be fitted .with automatic temperature programming and 
regulating devices. During occupation, the ~aximum temperature in 
the building should be 20oc, and 22oc in any one room •. Automatic 
·regulating ttevices,should be fitted in new' residential accommodation. 
Standards should be s.et for the production of d.omestic hot water in 
new build.ings. . New buildings should also· be equipped w1 th heat 
metering systems which would permit equitable apportionm~nt of 
heating charges between individual occupants. 
Gist of the Recommendation c) 
All Member States are recommended to set up national or 
recor~izec bodies to_promote energy. saving. 
\ 
Member States are recommended to ensure that industrial 
undertakings employing more ·than 100 persons : 
- esta"Q1i.8h an adequate internal organization ·for drawing up and 
. ' 
supervising an energy savings programme (e. g. Energy lvianager); 
co!l1l'}J:l..l1licate information .on energy~saving ·results to appropriate 
,, 
bocties; 
- to devote a chapter of their annual report to their energy 
consumption. 
. .. ; ... 
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It is recommended that Member States set up advisory bodies 
on the combined production of heat and power. These bodies should 
promote both the increased efficiency in the supply of industrial 
heat and the development of district heating. They should encourage: 
- increasec heat production by public power stations; 
- the concentration of he~t production~ 
wider cooperation between electrical utilities and heat consuming 
industries; 
- identification and removal of legal obstacles; 
- reservation of sites for combined heat and power stations; 
- financial inducements; 
- better information for small- and mediul-sized undertakings. 
Gist of the Opinion 
The Economic and Social Committee adopted unanimously 
this Opinion. 
The Committee generally welcomes the Commissionvs initia-
tives on which it makes a number of specific recommendations • 
... ; .... 
'I 
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a) Council Directive Proposal on the Performance, Maintenance and 
Regulation of Heat Generators and the Insulation of the Distri-
bution s,ystem in New Buildings. 
Under this proposal, heat generators used for space heating 
and centralized domestic hot water production installed in new 
buildings should have to conform with standards approved by the 
Member States. Heat genera~ors would have to carry a plate showing 
various data on manufacture and performance. Units with heat ratings 
above 300 kW would have to be fitted with high./low/off or modulating 
controls. Clients would hav~ to be supplied with detailed written 
instructions on operation ·and maintenance. ~mltifuel units should 
·have the burners appropriate to each type of fossil fuel approved. 
The Committee requests the Commission to : 
make a stronger statement of intent to harmonize performan~e 
characteristics of heat generating equipment used in the Community; 
- -.provide more specific euidelines to the Member States on the type 
of maintenance programme they should adopt; 
- study the applicability of the proposed measures to hospitals. 
The Committee also hopes the Commission will follow up 
the measure with specific proposals on : 
- construction standards to reduce heat losses (walls, roof, 
windows, etc·.); 
... / ... 
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- stano.ards fo;o regulated. ventilation systems; 
recommendations on building design in relation to outdoor climate 
in different regions (location, shape and landscaping). 
b) Draft Council Rcconk~endation on the Regv.lating of Space Heating, 
the Production of Domestic Hot Water and the Metering of He~t 
in New Buildings. 
It is proposed that heating systems in offices and public 
buildings be fitted with automatic temperature programmans and 
regulating devices. During occupation, the maximum temperature in 
the buildings should be 20°C, and 22°C in any one room. Automatic 
regulating devices should be fitted in new residential accommodation. 
Standards should be set for the production of domestic hot water in 
new builo.ings. New build.ings should also be equippec. with heat 
metering systems which would permit equitable apportionment of 
heating charges between individual occupants. 
The Committee accepts that it would be inopportune to re-
commend specific temperature levels in residential accommocl.ation. 
But it believes the Commission shoulc1 not rule out hope of estab-
lishing Community guidelines at a later stage. 
It suggests that temperature progremming devices should be 
subject to approval to ensure that they meet satisfactory perfor-
mance standards. Alternatively, builders and prospective new house 
purchasers should be provided with comp2rative data on the perfor-
mance of the heat regulating systems available on the market • 
... ; ... 
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c) ·Draft Council Reconnnenda,tion on the_Rational Utilization of 
Energy in Industrial Undertakings 
' /. ·, 
_The Committee backs the propo$al to set up national or 
,recognized bodies to promote energy saving but, at the s&ue tine, 
warns·against a proliferation of such ~encies •. 
It disagrees, however, with the obligation on industrial 
undertakings employing more than 100 persons to : 
- establish an adequate internal organi~~tion for drawing 
·;...: 
up and supervizing an energy savings· programme (e.g. Energy 1!Ianager); 
. . 
- devote a chapter of their annual report to their energy consumption. 
It believes that these measures are neither suitable nor 
necessary for achieving further energy oavings and should accor-
dingly be left to the discretion of firms. 
d) Draf't Council Recommendation on the Creation in the Member States 
~ of Advisory Bodies on Combined Heat and Power Production in the. 
Industrial Sector and for District Heating 
The Connni ttee believes that the Comrmmi ty can play a 
useful coordinating and catalytic role in this area which promises 
significant savings, but where much work has yet to be done. 
... ; ... 
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The Advisory Bodies, envisaged by the Commission~ would be 
designed to promote both the increased efficiency in the supply of 
industrial heat and the development of district heating. Speci-
fically, they should encourage : 
increased heat production by public power stations; 
- the concentration of heat production; 
-wider cooperation between electrical utilities and heat cbn-
suming industries; 
- identification and rer.10val of legal obstacles; 
- reservation of sites for combined heat a~d power stations; 
- financial inducements; 
- better information for small- and 1:wdium-sized undertakings. 
The Committee suggests that this promotional work Lli.~ht 
well be carried out under the supervision of the agencies in the 
~ITember States which should have overall responsibility for rational 
energy use. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material pYepared by 
its Section for Energy and Nuclear Questions under the chai~~anship 
of :Mr rULLER - United Kingdom - Employers. The Rapporteur V'/a8 
W~ HIPP - Germany - ~players. 
. .. ; ... 
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7. Ener& Saving - Existing Bq.ildjfngs 
. . 
Communication from the Commission to the Council r~gard~ 
Energy Savings from the Modernization of Existing Buildi 
in the C onimuni ty I I 
Gist of the Proposal 
To reduce energy consumption for space heating, the 
Commission has put forward a draft Council Directive which would 
oblige Nember States to adopt measures to modernize existing ·buil· 
dings with an estimated useful life of at least 20 years. Emphasj 
is to be placed on better insulation of walls and roofs, double · 
glazing, the improvement of heating systems and the use of thermo-
stats and meters. 
The measures are to be applied to : 
- not less than 20% of existing public buildings by 31 December 1~ 
-not less than 30% of existing d~ellings by 31 December 1985; 
- not less than 20% of commercial and office premises by 
31 December 1985. 
Gist of the Opinion 
The Economic and Social Committee unanimously adopted t: 
Opinion. 
. .. ; ... 
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The Committ·ee endorses the objective of the Commission's 
proposal, which is to economize on the use of energy in existing 
buildings. 
The proposed Directive would oblige Member States to 
modernize existing buildings with an estimated useful life of at 
least 20 years, by better insulation of walls and roofs, double 
glazing, ~proved heating systems, use of thermostats, etc. The 
measures are to be applied to : 
-not less than 20% of existing public buildings by 31 December 1982; 
-not less than 30% of existing dwellings by 31 December 1985; 
not less than 20% of cmnmercial and office premises by 
31 December 1985. 
The Committee, however, emphasizes the differences in 
climatic and other conditions in the Lember States and the diffi-
culty in checking that improvements are carried out. It would, 
therefore, prefer the 1:1easure to be ad'opted as a Recommendation. 
The Opinion goes on to recommend that the measures 
adopted should : 
- promote insulation techniques which have a reasonable pay-off 
period; 
... ; ... 
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- encourage landlords who are not respons~ble for heating costs, 
to iraprove insulation of their property;, 
take adequate account of health factors (humidity, air circulation 
requirements). 
The Committee takes the view that· -financial incentives for 
improving insulation and heating systems in existing buildings I 
should be complemented by : 
- Research and development to derive new and better materials and 
techniques for improving energy use in existing buildings; 
Public information campaigns to ensure that the individual is in 
possession of the best data on which to base his investment 
decisions. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Section for Energy and Nuclear Questions under the'chairillanship 
of ~'Ir HILLER - United Kingdom - Employers. The Rapporteur was 
~1r .Al'ill':TIJNDSEN - Denmark - Employers. 
8. Plea~ure Boats 
Proposal for a Council Directive on the Approximation of 
the Laws of the r:Iember States relating to Boats and their 
Fittings 
The Directive has been proposed pursuant to the 1973 
General Programme on the Remov~l of Tecl:mical Barriers to Trade. 
It deals principally with barriers in two areas : (a) mandatory 
----·- . - --
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technical specifications and (b) inspections which have to be 
carried out in different forms in the Nember States. 
~De document therefore proposes an EEC-type approval 
procedure for individual parts, features and fittings and an EEC 
approval proc~dure for pleasure craft. Tcclll"lical specifications 
for each individual part, as well as their installation and opera-
tion, will be dealt with in specific Directives at a later stage. 
Harmonization will be optional, although some specific 
Directives may provide for 11 total" harnonization. 
Gist of the Opin~~ 
The Economic and Socta.l Co:<%1i ttce adopted unanimously 
this Opini'Jn. 
The Comr:J.i tteo welcotles the proposal since trade could be 
impeded by disparities between national st~"ldards. 
This is an outline Directive, and specific Directives 
will follow laying down technical specifications for individual 
parts, features, fittings and methods of inspection. The Cor,:nn.i ttee 
trusts that the scope of these specific Directives will be limited 
to certain types of boats, with particular attention being paid to 
the pa..rruueter "length 11 • 
/ 
/ 
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The Committee further consider~ that specific Directiy~s · 
'shoulcl be proposed only where·, it is proven that they are genuinely 
necessary in order to proJ¥ote qual-ity and safety, and reduce. damage 
to the environment. The need for specific Directives should be 
evaluated on the basis of statistic·s showing the number of 
, fatz..li ties, injuries and damage caused by plea~e craft. _ 
I 
No_ such statistics are yet available at Community level• 
Until they are compiled, the Commission ·should base.±tse~f on the 
United States' statistics of boating accidents. 
I • 
The accident statistiqs show that in planning ·the pro• 
g-amme of specific Directives, priority should oe, given to· the 
,following aspects of boat construction : 
I 
-·individual and·collective lifesaving appliances; 
stability, rese~ve buoyancy and bulYJ.1.ead subdivision; 
- ft.ro' }JJ:ccau ... c:Lons; 
- fuel syst.era; 
- liq1.:eficd gas system. 
I \ -
The Comm.i ttee base'd i.ts Opinion- 9n material prep~ed by 
its· Sect:i.oi1 for Industry, Commerce,.Crafts.,ana· Services 'Utlder the 
chairr..nanship of r~Ir Hl?J:!TI:.I.i]l-1 - Luxembo·urg - Employer·s. The Rapporteur, 
was rlrr· !iA~JPHONE -- Italy Employers •. -.. 
... ; .... 
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Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) Amending Council 
Regulation No. 3164/76 on the Cor~mxnity Quota for the 
Carriage of Goods by Road between Member States 
Gist of the Proposal 
The main point about the Com.111ission proposal is that it 
seeks to double the total number of Community road haulage permits 
divided between the r~:ember States as from 1 January 1978 ( 1 007~ 
increase over the figure for the previous year). 
The 1978 total would be 4, 726, allocated between the r.'iem-
ber States as follows : 
1978 quotas (total 
4,726 permits) 
f Belginn- 515 
' Denmark 372 j Germany 880 
1 France 772 
' Ireland 85 ~ Italy 710 
I Lux er.1b ou.r g 1 2 6 
f 
Netherlands 766 
Uni ·t;ecl Kingdom 500 
I 
1977 quotas - total 2 3~3 
E9rmits (Reg. No. 3164;~5 of 
~-16 December 1976) 
265 1 
169 1 
427 I 409 
50 I 
319 I 
70 I 
382 ' 
212 1 
~~e Co~nission argues that a doubling of the overall total 
of Conrraunity permits should not have major-repercussions on the 
situation of competition on the market since in the first place the 
... / ... 
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·traffic using Community permits only accounts for about 7% of .inter-
national for-hire traffic, or about 3.8% of total international· 
traffic, and in the second place, the g:t"OWth that has taken place 
in haulage capacity makes such an increase necessary. 
The Member State quotas have been allocated in a pragmatic 
fashion, nrunely, 507& of the increase has been allocated according 
to the extent of utilization of the quotas in 1975, the other .50% 
has been distributed in a straight linear increase in proportion 
to the 1974 quotas laid do~m by Regulation (EEC) No. 3256/74. 
Gist of the Opinion 
The Economic and Social Cornruittee adopted its Opinion by 
51 votes to 10 with 12 abstentions. 
The Committee approved the Conn1ission•s proposal to 
double the number of Conmnmity haulage permits for 1978 from 
2,3p3 to 4,726. 
It agreed with the Commission that the number of permits. 
should progressively be stepped up to meet the increasing needo 
of the international road haulage industry. 
It did not think that doubling the number of permits 
would have major repercussions on the market since only be~veen 
4 and 7~~ of traffic was involved. 
. .. / ... 
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The Committ~e expressed reservations, however, about the 
manner in which the 1978 quotas had been allocated, on the basis of 
1975 returns. In 1975 the rules governing the use of permits had 
varied from one Member State to another, some Member States 
reguiring their quota of Cormnunity permits to be used up before 
other permits were utilized, other NG111ber States not imposL""lg any 
such restriction. 
~1e rules on the use of permits he~ since been loosened up 
by Regulation No. 3164 of 16 December 1977. The Committee wondered 
whether the Commission had taken this fact into consideration. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material preparod by 
its Section for Transport and Communications. under the chairman-
ship of rir HOFFJYI.l\N - Germany - Workers. The Rapporteur was 
Mr REl.\fAUD - France - Employers. 
1 0. Soya J3e.ans 
Proposal for a Regulation (EEC) of the Council amending 
Regulation (EEC) No. 1900/74 Laying Down Special measures 
for Soya Beans 
Gist of the Cormnission ProEosal 
n1e Commission has examined the development of soya 
proa.uction. in the Cornr.auni ty and looked into whether existin{::; 
arrangements for market organizations are sufficient to achieve 
the aims referred to in Regulation (EEC) No. 1900/74. 
The Commission believes that the aims of Regulation (EEC) 
No. 1900/74 - particularly the promotion of soya production - have 
not been fully achieved to date, mainly on account of factors 
... ; ... 
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unconnected with the subsidy scheme. It would, therefore, be 
premature to abandon the spheme though the latter should be 
modified to p~ovide producers with a better income guarantee for. 
a limited period. 
Gist of the QpinioL 
The Econo~ic and Social Committee adopted una.ni~ously 
its Opinion. 
The Committee endorses the proposal but points out that 
if soya-bea...J. growing is to be genuinely encouraged, the relationship 
' between the prices paid for soya beans and those paid for other 
crops must be more realistic. The Com.mi ttee also considers that 
the production of all protein-rich crops should be expanded, par-
ticularly those which are already well suited to the soils and 
·climate in the Community. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared by 
its Section for Agriculture under the chairmanship of 
Mr Er.W CAPODILISTA - Italy - Various Interests. The Rapporteur 
was Mr CLAVEL - France - Various Interests. 
11. Potato Ring Rot 
Proposal for a Council Directive on the Control of Potato 
Ring Rot· 
gist of the Proposal 
J The Commission is proposing a series of measures for 
detecting, confining and eradicating potato ring rot. 
. .. ; ... 
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Gist of the Opinion 
The Economic and Social Committee u_~animously adopted its 
Opinion, less 7 abstentions. 
The Economic and Social Committee recognizes the need for 
Corrnmmity control measures to p~event potc_to ring rot from spreading 
beyond identified centres of infection. 
It nevertheless considers thRt the draft Directive in 
question is too perfectionist and shoulct contain only those pro-
visions tr~t are really necessary. 
In this connection the Comm~ittee considers that concrete 
research is needed to identify the areas of the Community in which 
infection has broken out. 
The Committee based its Opinion on material prepared b;)r its 
Section for Agriculture under the chc:.irmanship of Mr EMO CAPODILISTA 
Italy - Various Interests. The Rapporteur was Ifli' WICK - Germany -
Employers. 
. .. / ... 
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II. - Er.t~.mAL RELA!r~ONS 
~..,..,.kw....,....W.t • I .... P f 1 ~ P I o 
An Econ~mic ~d Social Conmdttee deleEa1ion visits the international_ 
fair of Salonika 
'I \> 
On 14 September 1977 an Economic' and Social Committee dele-
gation comprising notably mr CARSTENS, Chairman of th~ Section for 
External Relations, as well as Mr STARi'-...TZKE and Mr DE RIDDER re spec-.. . ' 
\ ' 
tivoljr Chairman and Rapporteur of the Seqtion' s Study Group on 
Greece 1 and I•Ir SCALIA took part in a round table discussion oh the 
Europe8n Community at the International fair of Salonika. 
The discussion was chaired by the Minister for Northern 
Greece and revolved round the theme : "The participation of economic 
and social interests in the construction of Europe". The Economic 
and Social Committee fo~~d itself at the heart of the discussion. 
The European Community has been represented at the Salonika 
fair on ~39Veral previous occasions and last year the spotlight was' 
turnecl on the ·European Parliament. 
. .. / .. .-
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III - NEW REQUESTS FOR OPINIONS 
---------------------------
During the months of July and Au~st the Council asked 
the Committee for Opinions on : 
Pro~osal for a Council Directive lliuending Directive 
64/432/EEC on, as regar1.s Brucellosis, the Buffered 
Brucella .Antigen Test, 45/20 Vaccine and the Inconclu-
sive Range to the Serum Agglutination Test; 
Proposal for a Council Directive Prolon?ing Certain 
Derogation Measures in Relation to Brucellosis and 
Tuberculosis GranteG to Denmark, Ireland and the United 
KingC!.om; 
Proposal for a Council Directive concerning Certain 
Products UseQ in iUlimal Nutrition; 
Proposal for a thirc1 Council Directive amending Directive 
70/524/EEC c0ncerning Additives in Feedingstuffs; 
Pro~osal for a Council Directive ~acnding the Directive 
74/63/EEC on the fixing of maxir:.IUm penni tted levels for 
undesirable substances and products in feedingstuffs and 
amending the Directive 70/373/EEC on the introduction of 
Comnmni ty methods of· s2.mpling and analysis for the offical . 
control of feedingstuffs 
Proposal for a Council Regulation laying down Uniform 
Costing Principles for Railway Undertakings 
Proposal for a Multi-Annual R & D Progran1m.e in the 
Fielrl of Primary Raw Materials (Indirect Action) 
(1978-1981) 
... / ... 
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Proposal for a Council Decision adoptingra Second 3-Year 
Plan of Action in the Field of Information and Documentation 
in Science and Technology, accou~anied by a Commission memo 
to the Council! 
Communication from the Commission to the Council on the 
Common Policy in the Field of Science and Technology 
Communication from the Commission to the Council on the 
Points for a Conm1unity Strategy on the Reprocessing of 
Irradiated Nuclear Fuels including a draft Council Decision 
on the Setting up of an Ad-Hoc Committee on the Reprocessing' 
of Irradiated Nuclear Fuels; 
Communication from the Comnission to the Council on the 
Fast Breeder Option in the Community Context - Justification, 
Achievements, Problems and Action Perspectives; 
Communication from the Commissi~on to the Council on a 
Cotnnunity Plan of Action in the Field of Radioactive 
Waste; 
Proposal for a Council Decision Adopting a Programme of 
Research and Development for the European Atomic Energy 
Community on Uranium Exploration and Uranium Extraction; 
Second Report on the Achievement of Community Energy Policy 
Objectives for 1985 accompanied by a draft Council; 
Resolution 
Proposal for a Council Directive amending the Directive 
of 20 May 1975 75/319/EEC on the Approximation of Provisions 
Laid Down by Law, Regulation or Administrative Action relating 
to Proprictar"'IJ I.'l:edicinal Products; 
Communication from the Commission to the Council concerning 
an Action Programme for Aeronautical Research; 
... / ... 
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Proposal for a Council Directive on the Approximation of 
the Laws qf the Member States relating to the Driver 1 s 
Seat on ~fueele~ Agricultural or Forestry Tractors; 
Proposal for a Council Directive on the Harmonization of 
Provisions Laid Down by Law, Regulation or Administrative 
Action in Respect of Stanclard Exchange of Goods Exported 
for Repair; 
Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulations (EEC) 
Nos. 1408/71 and 574/72 on the Application of Social 
Security Schemes to Employee. Persons and their Families 
Moving within the Conmrunity; 
Proposal for a First Programme of Research Actions in the 
Sector of r.ledical and Public Health Research 
Proposal for a Directive on the Protection of Participants 
in Home-Study Courses 
Pronosal for a Council Reco~mendation on the Flurocarbons 
in the Environment 
RIGHT OF INITIATIVE OPINIONS 
--------
- State of the Customs Union 
- Credit Insurance and Export Credit Guarantees 
- Forestry problems in the Community 
... / ... 
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IV •. _ - .. PROVISIONAl.. PROGRA.lVIME OF FUTURE WORK . 
~ . ~ ; j ' • . . • •• .. • ' 
·Octo.ber 1977 · J?lenacy Session 
·. ~.9J:!·.Q.:sted Onini ons 
. - Brucellosis 
Bfu.cellosis Darogations 
Cnstnr Seeds 
-· R & ,D ~(raw materials) 
Scientific and Technological Documentation 
- Cormnon Policy, Scienc-e and Tec~o~ogy · 
-, Foorl J?~icing 
. I 
·- Data Processing . 
ProrJr!etacy Medicinal Products 
- Soc:tal Security of Migrant Work,ers -
I 
I 
Annu<:~l Report 
- Double Taxation 
.- .Generalized Preferences 
. ... ...... 
· ,~ Railway Costing Principles· 
-~:i>so9ial. Fund - Measures to help Wo.men and Regions 
O'wn-I:PJ:.~iati ve · Opinions - . 
' ' 
and. Medium-Sized Bue.ine.sses 
I I 
Southend ;East Mediterra.nea.:rl Community Agreements 
. .,.. .... 
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November 1977 Plenary Session 
Reguested O~inions 
- Animal Feedingstuffs 
- Alcohol 
- ~~clear Fuel Reprocessing 
Fast Breeders 
- Radioactive Waste 
- Uranium R & D 
Defective Products 
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- Recovery of Import/Export Duties 
- Tractor Seats 
- Goods Exported for Repair 
- Emulsifiers 
- Medical Research 
Home-study Courses 
- Green Paper 
- Conm1ercial Agents 
- Producer Groups 
- Aeronautical Research 
· Own-Initiative Opinions 
- East-West Transport 
Study 
- Tax Alignment 
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Requested Opinions 
- Energy Policy Objectives 
- Paper Recycling 
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r - Urban Concentrations ;• 
- Physical Properties of Food 
Own-Initiative Opinio~s 
-Mediterranean Agriculture 
Subsequent Plenary Sessions 
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1'.IEI.1BERS' NEWS 
'Appointments 
The Council of the European Communities has appointed new 
members of the Econonic and Social ComrJittee : 
On 18 Jul~r 1977, rff.r T. JENKINS in place of rllr WALSH, who has 
resigned 
-On 13 September 1977, Mr J.H. CURLIS in place of if!!' HARKIN, who 
has resigned. 
Resignations 
Two members have resigned. : I·:ir Uso LUCIANI and 
Mr Giacinto MILITELLO. 
* 
* * 
On 22 Septemher, W!l' Gerard VIISSELS was appointed Secretary-' 
General of the International Trade Organization and the Committee 
of Commercial Organizations of the EEC (COCCEE). 
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